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MATCH REPORTS
1st XI vs Barker
Day 1: Cranbrook 186 Barker 1/47
DAY 2: Cranbrook 186 (P.Parras 44, F.Stenmark 43)
Defeated
Barker 170 (C.Crammond 4/39, A.Hayward 4/60)
The Hordern Pitch was in remarkably good condition considering
the week of rain Sydney endured as Cranbrook looked to continue
the perfect start to the season. Angus Hayward and Charlie
Crammond bowled particularly well early on, continuously beating
the bat and having the strong Barker top order in trouble. It was a
slow first session and the Boys from Hornsby went into lunch with
the slight advantage at 3/99.
Without the injured Finbarr Stenmark, Cranbrook needed another
man to lead the attack and it was Crammond who took 3/0 in one
over after the break to have Barker in all sorts of trouble. Angus
Hayward toiled hard despite fighting cramps into the afternoon
session with some crucial wickets. Barker kept edging closer but
the final wicket was taken with 16 runs still left to play with. Nick
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Rael took two spectacular catches throughout the day as well which
were vital to the final result. The crowd had swelled throughout
the afternoon including Cranbrook Old Boy and Australian Test
Cricketer Ed Cowan who enjoyed the victory.
It was a superb win that wasn’t easy which a great sign for this team.
The 1st XI kicked off their T20 campaign on Tuesday with another
win against Trinity at home before heading to St. Aloysius’ to
continue building on a promising start in the Archer Shield.

1st Session Highlights
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5j6fmhGlbAzcTlVdDRvT
lVjR3c

2nd Session Highlights
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5j6fmhGlbAzVkNkQ05sa
2piVlE

Cowan Points:
3 - C Crammond
2 - A Hayward
1 - P Parras
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3rd XI vs Barker
Cranbrook was easily defeated by a very powerful Barker team.
The team was 5 for 3 runs until a partnership of 38 between
Maxim Wolfensberger (15) and Sam Finlayson (23) brought
some respectability to the total. Maxim and Sam both played
some delightful shots. The team were bowled out for 52. Barker’s
first 4 bowlers appeared to be playing in a grade well below their
capabilities.
Barker reached the total in 7 overs. Linden Norton captured the
only wicket with some good line and length bowling.
There is much work to be done but the team is ready for that
challenge.

Cowan Points
3 - Sam Finlayson
2 - Maxim Wolfensberger
1 - Linden Norton

4th XI vs Barker at Dangar
A nice and sunny Saturday afternoon saw the 4thXI looking to start
their winning streak for the season. Electing to field first, the boys
looked dominant in the first few overs with early wickets falling.
This trend continued throughout the match and in an exceptional
display of bowling and fielding the boys managed to bowl Barker
out for a meagre 22. With a very small total to reach, the boys were
able to tear up the Barker bowling attack and reach the total within
the first few overs. Full credit to the boys, they were exceptionally
dominant with both the ball and bat and i’m looking forward to
seeing what the season holds for this team.
Cranbrook’s best ever cricketer, Ed Cowan was on hand last Saturday to watch the 1st
XI win a close one against Barker at Hordern.

Cranbrook 3-25 (Doyle 12*) defeated Barker 22 (Searl 2-1,
Busteed 2-1)

2nd XI vs Barker at Barker Main Oval

Cowan points

Barker 5/153 Dec (Lim 2/16, Parker 2/45) defeated Cranbrook
57 & 83 (Lewis 21, Lim 19, Hughes 15, Parker 14)
The goal for day 2 in the 2 XI was to show some more fight
and effort in our performance than the previous week and even
though we still got beat there was improvement in both of those
departments. Having been sent back in 96 runs behind Barkers
1st innings score the assignment was simple bat the day out.
Unfortunately we fell short by 7 deliveries. After losing wickets
early skipper Eddie Lewis and Oscar Lim battled hard and with
45 minutes to go things were on track but within the space of 10
minutes things fell apart and we were bowled out. Hopefully the
lads will learn something from this game. There is plenty to work
on and will need to train and prepare well to be any chance of
testing these top sides.

Cowan Points
3 - Lim
2 - Lewis
1 - Parker

3 - Darcy Searl
2 - Harry Doyle
1 - Harrison Twomey

10A vs Barker at Barker Main Oval
Barker 4/274 Dec. (46 overs)
Cranbrook 42 (17 overs) & 97 (39 overs)
Starting the day at 1/30, Cranbrook had the whole day to show
some determination and chase down Barkers total of 274.
Unfortunately, runs were difficult to come by and wickets fell
rapidly, Barker showing just how easy it is to take wickets when the
batsmen don’t move their feet. As a result, 9 wickets fell with only
12 runs scored with J Vicars high scoring, with half the teams runs
(22). Cranbrook were bowled out for 42, and unfortunately most
of the highlights were from the opposition, R Singh from Barker
getting 5 wickets in 6 balls.
After much soul searching in the change room, Cranbrook came
out and batted a lot better in their second innings after they
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were sent back into bat. M Gerlach looked much better with the
bat scoring 12 runs and a fantastic dig by E Green to score 51.
Unfortunately with 30 minutes to go in the game, Cranbrook were
eventually bowled out for 97, losing by an innings and 133 runs.
This was an exceptionally poor day of cricket by the 10A’s and
will need to improve this week against St Aloysius to avoid further
embarrassment.
As a team we have realised how punctuality, attitude to warmup/
training, and having pride in the way we wear our uniform can
impact our result on Saturday. We are looking forward to the
challenges that will be presented next week.

Cowan Points
3 - Elias Green
2 - A Buchan
1 - J Vicars

8A vs Barker at Rosewood
Saturday’s game saw the 8A’s travel to Barker College for a game
that the boys informed me would be a difficult one.
Captain Alex Van Vugt won the toss and we elected to bat. History
repeated itself two weeks in row with the Cranbrook team losing
early wickets. Van Vugt was the main stay of the innings with a
well compiled score. Unfortunately none of his team mates could
stick around with the team losing wickets at regular intervals which
resulted in a below par score for the second week in a row. Stating
the obvious, we needed to bowl well to have any chance of being
competitive in this game.
Van Vugt opened with Yianni Theo who bowled with good wheels.
He then decided to change things up a little and bowl left arm
finger spinner Xander Schwarz…. And what a great decision it
was! Xander snared a wicket in his first over, bowling the batsman
around his legs – a brilliant delivery! The wickets kept falling and
at one stage Barker were 3 for 1. Unfortunately their middle order
consolidated to get them, back on track. Our bowling wasn’t bad
but our inability to cut off singles, back up in the field and hold
our catches meant that the pressure on the opposition wasn’t good
enough.
Once we broke the Barker middle order partnership wickets again
fell consistently but it was too little too late with Barker passing our
score with one wicket in hand.
Unfortunately, there is too much reliance on a group of three or
four players and when they don’t perform (which they can’t possibly
do every week), the rest of the players are unable to stand up. As a
group, we need to make sure that we take training seriously, try and
learn something every session but most of all, when we are batting,
we must value our wickets and never give up.
The better players for the day were Van Vugt (batting and bowling),
Xander Schwarz (bowling) and leggie Chris Lakis who bowled very
well without any luck at all.
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Cowan Points
3 - Alex Van Vugt
2 - Xander Schwarz
1 - Chris Lakis

Cranbrook Internal T20 – Year 8 and 9
Cranbrook Barbarians (6/118) def. Cranbrook 8B (7/86).
Following their comprehensive victory away at Waverley
last weekend, the boys were keen to press on against Barker.
Unfortunately rain throughout the week forced the cancellation of
the match. Instead the 8Bs took on a composite Cranbrook Year
9 team in a 9-a-side fixture. The Barbarians batted first, compiling
118 of their 20 overs thanks to big hitting from Halliday, Taylor,
McLean and Woods. The 8s were strong in the field and took their
catches well. Ned Henderson and Sam Cahill bowled well, while
Hugo Panizza continues to improve every week. In reply, the 8Bs
managed 7/86, with the faster and more accurate bowling of the
Year 9s the difference between the two teams. Nonetheless, the team
rose to the challenge and will take a lot away from the match.

Cowan Points
3 - Noah McLean
2 - Sam Cahill
1 - Ethan Harris
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JUNIOR SCHOOL RESULTS
6A
BYE

6B vs Mosman Prep
The 6B’s headed across the bridge to try and notch up their second
win of the season. On a narrow pitch we were sent in to bat first
and we looked to begin positively with Joey Harnett (17) looking
strong after the first few overs. Some poor shot selection however
saw wickets fall cheaply and Cranbrook only able to manage a total
of 89. Knowing we needed to bowl tightly the boys started well
with Sam Logan and Harry Kirton ending with good figures of 1-4
and 0-4 respectively. Unfortunately the uncommonly narrow pitch
began to trouble the minds of our bowlers with sundries beginning
to add up. We were unable to keep Mosman under our total but
the boys are keen for a big week of training and take on Barker net
week.
Cranbrook 80 (Logan 18, Harnett 17) lost to Mosman 6-92
(Logan 1-4, Kay-Hoyle 1-15)

5A vs Knox
On Saturday, the Cranbrook 5As travelled to heavyweights Knox.
On a very patchy and dewy Ireland Field, fielding was always going
to be difficult early, and crucially Knox won the toss and elected
to bat first. Almost inevitably, balls bobbled and skidded through
Cranbrook fingers in the difficult conditions as we leaked vital runs
in the field. This was compounded by some extremely damaging
batting from what was a powerful Knox batting line-up, and
despite an improved focus after the drinks break, the 5As were set
an imposing 159 runs for victory in their 25 overs. We emphasised
effective running between wickets as being the key to winning
the match, and so it proved throughout our innings. Immediately
our openers Walsh (18) and Plunkett (41*) put pressure on their
fielders, and combined with some lusty hitting, this meant a
great start for Cranbrook. Quick wickets fell after the opening
partnership was broken, before a revival was brought about in the
form of a partnership between Masnick (20) and Chow (28), whose
innings contained some of the classiest shots of the season so far.
Unfortunately, a near perfect batting performance from Cranbrook
couldn’t quite make up for errors in the field, as late wickets meant
we fell a cruel 9 runs short of a total that looked ours until deep
into the innings. Nonetheless, it was a very positive display overall
from the 5As, who can be very optimistic for the rest of the season.

5B vs Knox
The 5Bs were eager to improve their last week’s result against Barker
knowing the task wouldn’t get any easier against a well-drilled Knox
outfit. Knox won the toss and elected to bat on a small ground that
meant good bowling and fielding were imperative to be competitive.
Some inconsistent fielding led Knox to get off to a good start
only being 2 wickets down by the end of the first half of play. The
Cranbrook boys bowled quite a few sundries which led to the total
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being higher than what it should have been. Despite this, some
tight bowling in the last 5 overs restricted Knox to a score of 152,
one that would require some chasing by Cranbrook. At the close
of the innings Sam Conrad, Jasper Hemmes Angelucci and Harry
Pemberton all finished with a wicket and some economical bowling
by Ashley Collins kept the game within reach.
The boys knew getting off to a good start was paramount however
Sam Conrad was dismissed in the first over and the boys found
scoring to be quite difficult in the first half of their run chase.
However keeper batsman Will Kelly showed terrific application
with the bat making 15 and some late order hitting by Harry
Pemberton made an excellent 20 not out and was well supported
by Saul Galambos running very well between the wickets. Despite
improvement in the second half of the run chase the boys fell short
of the target ending up with a score of 6/92.

Score Summary
Knox 4/152 off 25 overs
Harry Pemberton 1/8 off 2 overs
Jasper Hemmes Angelucci 1/8 off 2 overs
Will Kelly 0/7 off 2 overs
Ashley Collins 0/11 off 3 overs
Cranbrook 6/92 off 25 overs
Harry Pemberton 20 not out
Will Kelly 15
Saul Galambos 7 not out

SHOT!! Our Year 3 skills program is flying with the boys participating in some quality
skills training at Dangar every week.
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4A vs Barker
Cranbrook U10A 111-5, Barker 60-7
The Cranbrook boys are beginning to play intelligent 25 over
cricket. They are taking their singles well and playing with an
element of risk which is often required to win these matches. Barker
were unable to respond with any effectiveness to Cranbrook’s 111
as the bowlers hurtled down straight balls, one after the other. The
visitors were forced to defend their wickets and some promising
fielding from the Cranbrook boys saw the home team finish the
morning on a high.

4B vs Santa Sabina
The U10 B team this Saturday celebrated a very decisive victory
against the Santa Sabina team on Saturday morning. With great
improvement shown across most areas of the game. Wicket maiden
overs to Harrison Gray, Nick Renwood and George Perkins helped
to restrict the visitors to a total of 42. With the run chase well in
hand, the players were able to work on the finer points of the game
such as their calling and backing up, with both of these aspects of
the game still showing room for improvement. Top scorers Jack
Bugden and Harrison Gray (both 10 n.o.) helped to ensure that the
U10 boys reached their total with more than 10 overs remaining. A
wonderful way to celebrate the first win of the season.
TWO DAY CRICKET - 31 OCTOBER & 7 NOVEMBER
TEAM

OPPOSITION

VENUE

TIME

1st

St Aloysius

College Oval

10.00

2nd

St Aloysius

Hordern

1.30

10A

St Aloysius

Hordern

9.00

9A

St Aloysius

Castle Cove

8.30

OPPOSITION

VENUE

TIME

3rd

St Aloysius

Willoughby Park

8.30

4th

St Aloysius

Dangar 3

1.30

8A

St Aloysius

Dangar 3

9.00

8B

St Aloysius

Dangar 4

9.00

CRICKET
TEAM

